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introDuction
Patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and 
neck can be curatively treated with surgery, radiotherapy 
and/or chemotherapy. For patients with squamous cell 
carcinoma of the oropharynx (OPC), the primary treat-
ment strategy may consist of radiotherapy for Stage I- II 
disease and definitive chemoradiation for Stage III- IV 
disease. Survival in OPC patients, especially when related 
to human papillomavirus (HPV) is generally better than 
observed among those with squamous cell carcinoma of 
other head and neck subsites. In a retrospective analysis of 
patients included in the NRG Oncology RTOG 0129 trial, 
comparing concurrent chemoradiation with standard frac-
tionation with accelerated chemoradiation, 63.8% of the 
patients with Stage III- IV oropharyngeal cancer had HPV- 
positive tumours.1 These patients had significantly better 
3 year progression- free and overall survival rates compared 
to patients with HPV- negative tumours (73.7 vs 43.4%, and 
82.4 vs 57.1% respectively). Locoregional failure was lower 
for HPV- positive tumours, but there was no difference in 
the occurrence of distant metastases.1 For HPV- positive 

patients, risk of death increases with each additional pack- 
years of tobacco smoking.1,2

Although survival in HPV- positive patients is favour-
able, radiotherapy or chemoradiation generally results 
in a substantial percentage of survivors suffering from 
treatment- related toxicities. Late radiation- induced side- 
effects are mostly irreversible and may even be progres-
sive, and affect health- related quality of life (HRQoL).3 
Langendijk et al evaluated the association between 
radiation- induced toxicity and HRQoL among patients 
treated for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma with 
radiotherapy alone or in combination with surgery and/
or chemotherapy and showed that especially radiation- 
induced xerostomia and dysphagia significantly affected 
HRQoL.3

As the risk of radiation- induced toxicity heavily depends on 
the dose to healthy normal tissues, prevention of radiation- 
induced toxicity and subsequent improvement of HRQoL 
can be obtained by applying new radiation treatment 
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abstract

Patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the oropharynx are generally treated with (chemo) radiation. Patients with 
oropharyngeal cancer have better survival than patients with squamous cell carcinoma of other head and neck subsites, 
especially when related to human papillomavirus. However, radiotherapy results in a substantial percentage of survivors 
suffering from significant treatment- related side- effects. Late radiation- induced side- effects are mostly irreversible and 
may even be progressive, and particularly xerostomia and dysphagia affect health- related quality of life. As the risk 
of radiation- induced side- effects highly depends on dose to healthy normal tissues, prevention of radiation- induced 
xerostomia and dysphagia and subsequent improvement of health- relatedquality of life can be obtained by applying 
proton therapy, which offers the opportunity to reduce the dose to both the salivary glands and anatomic structures 
involved in swallowing.
This review describes the results of the first cohort studies demonstrating that proton therapy results in lower dose 
levels in multiple organs at risk, which translates into reduced acute toxicity (i.e. up to 3 months after radiotherapy), 
while preserving tumour control. Next to reducing mucositis, tube feeding, xerostomia and distortion of the sense of 
taste, protons can improve general well- being by decreasing fatigue and nausea. Proton therapy results in decreased 
rates of tube feeding dependency and severe weight loss up to 1 year after radiotherapy, and may decrease the risk of 
radionecrosis of the mandible. Also, the model- based approach for selecting patients for proton therapy in the Nether-
lands is described in this review and future perspectives are discussed.
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strategies that can reduce the dose to the salivary glands and 
to anatomical structures involved in swallowing.3,4 Given the 
increasing incidence of HPV- associated head and neck cancer 
and the longer life expectancy of these patients, minimising the 
risk of acute and late radiation toxicity becomes increasingly 
important.

The use of more conformal radiotherapy techniques, such as 
intensity- modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), results in a signif-
icant reduction of the mean dose to the parotid glands and 
subsequently to less patient- and physician- rated xerostomia and 
ultimately better HRQoL.5,6

Another strategy to spare normal tissues to reduce late radiation 
toxicity could be the introduction of emerging radiation tech-
nologies, such as proton therapy, allowing for similar target dose 
coverage with lower dose levels to multiple organs at risk.

This review describes the advantages of the physical properties of 
protons compared to photons and the clinical benefit of treating 
patients with OPC with protons in terms of toxicity. Further-
more, the model- based approach for selecting patients for proton 
therapy in the Netherlands is described and future perspectives 
are discussed.

Physical ProPerties anD DosiMetric 
aDvantages of Protons
Protons continually interact with surrounding material, gradually 
losing more energy along their path until they stop entirely. This 
range is a function of the protons’ initial energy; by modulating 
the energy the protons can be made to stop at a desired depth in 
a patient. The dose deposited along the beam path remains rela-
tively constant until reaching the end of range, whereby the dose 
peaks and then falls off to near- zero quite rapidly, a characteristic 
shape known as the Bragg peak. These two defining features of 
proton beams are the basis for proton therapy and its ability to 
reduce integral dose compared to photons.

Historically, head and neck cancer has not been a major indi-
cation for proton therapy due primarily to the technical diffi-
culty in delivering dose to complex target volumes in a region 
with significant tissue heterogeneities. In recent years, however, 
important advances have been made that have facilitated a 
broader adoption of proton therapy for these indications. Spot 
scanning (or pencil beam scanning) technology can deliver 
thousands of narrow proton beams, each modulated for posi-
tion, depth (energy) and monitor units (dose), shaping more 
conformal dose distributions using intensity- modulated proton 
therapy (IMPT) planning techniques. Changes in anatomy for 
example due to tumour shrinkage, oedema and filling of nasal 
cavities with mucus, may affect the dose delivered to both the 
tumour and organs at risk. However, robust optimisation and 
Monte Carlo dose calculation engines are effective tools to 
reduce most of the differences between the planned and deliv-
ered dose distribution due to patient set- up difficulty, proton 
range uncertainty and tissue heterogeneity.7 Nevertheless, 
weekly repeat CTs are still required during proton therapy 
to monitor anatomic changes and the influence on the dose 

distribution. If required, the radiation treatment plan can be 
adapted.

The biological damage of IMPT dose is generally considered to 
be higher than that of XRT dose for both tumours and healthy 
tissues. Thus, a constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE) 
of 1.1 is routinely used in clinical treatment planning as recom-
mended by the International Commission on Radiation Units 
and Measurements.8 However, pre- clinical evidence demon-
strated that the RBE of IMPT is not constant, but increases as 
protons lose more of their initial energy. This effect is most 
prominent at the end of the proton range, i.e. in the distal 
edge of the Bragg peak where the dose- weighted linear energy 
transfer (LETd) is highest.9 However, the spatial distribution of 
RBE in patients is unknown and cannot be measured directly. At 
present, limited data exist the extent this variable RBE translates 
into clinically relevant effects such as toxicity and locoregional 
tumour control.10–12

Several studies reported on proton therapy in OPC, but most of 
these studies do not report separately on HPV- positive OPC. We 
performed plan comparison studies in 91 patients with OPC, 
including 47 p16- negative patients and 44 p16- positive patients. 
A plan comparison was made as standard procedure to investi-
gate if head and neck cancer patients qualify for proton therapy 
according to the model- based approach (see next paragraph).7,13 
On average, in both the volumetric- modulated arc therapy 
(VMAT) and the IMPT plans, no differences were noted between 
p16- negative and p16- positive cases regarding the mean dose 
to the oral cavity, the pharyngeal constrictor superior, medius 
and inferior, the supraglottic and the parotid and submandib-
ular glands. Therefore, we assume that results obtained in OPC 
in general of HPV- negative cases can be translated to the HPV- 
positive cases as well.

There are several studies showing that in OPC, using protons 
instead of photons results in dose reductions to various organs 
at risk, including to the parotid and submandibular glands, the 
swallowing structures, the oral cavity and central nervous system 
structures.14–18 In 10 patients with N0 OPC, treated with 70 Gy 
(RBE) to macroscopic tumour and 54 Gy (RBE) to the elec-
tive nodal areas, the mean dose to the parotid glands could be 
reduced to 16.8 Gy (RBE) with IMPT compared to 25.5 Gy with 
IMRT. Additionally, the mean dose values for the sublingual 
glands and the oral cavity were significantly lower with IMPT.18

In a cohort of 25 OPC patients, the mean dose to several organs 
at risk were significantly lower with IMPT than with IMRT, such 
as to the anterior and posterior oral cavity (8.3 vs 31 Gy, and 40.5 
vs 54.3 Gy, respectively), to the inferior pharyngeal constrictor 
(32.8 vs 45.6 Gy), the middle pharyngeal constrictor (48.2 vs 
57.0 Gy) and the esophagus (20.9 vs 33.6 Gy). Moreover, the dose 
to several central nervous system structures involved in nausea 
and vomiting were significantly lower in the IMPT plans.7

To illustrate this, Figures 1 and 2 show examples of dose distribu-
tions of photons and protons for two HPV- positive OPC patients 
from our centre. Compared to photons, protons resulted in 
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much lower dose levels to multiple organs at risk simultaneously, 
including to the superior and inferior pharyngeal constrictor 
muscles (PCM), the cricopharyngeal muscle, the parotid glands, 
the oral cavity and the brainstem (Figures 1–2). Given that the 
risk of radiation- induced toxicity depends on dose to organs at 
risk, these lower dose levels are expected to translate into reduced 
treatment- related toxicity such as dysphagia and xerostomia, but 
also fatigue and nausea, which will be discussed further below.

clinical benefit of Proton beaM theraPy 
in oroPharyngeal cancer in terMs of 
toxicity
At present, there are no data yet on the clinical benefit of 
protons based on randomised clinical trials (RCTs). However, 
the ongoing MD Anderson Cancer Center trial (NCT01893307) 
compares IMRT vs IMPT, both with concurrent chemotherapy, 
in Stage III- IV oropharyngeal cancer. The primary end point 
of this study is the rate and severity of late Grade 3–5 toxicity ( 
www. clinicaltrials. gov). Second, a second RCT is emerging in the 
UK, i.e. the TORPEDdO- trial (TOxicity Reduction using Proton 
bEam therapy for Oropharyngeal cancer) which will compare 
IMRT and IMPT in locally advanced OPC treated with bilateral 

concurrent chemoradiation. In this study, a composite primary 
endpoint will be used including a patient- reported outcome 
measure (The University of Washington physical toxicity 
composite score and feeding tube dependence or severe weight 
loss 12 months after treatment.19

So far, the efficacy of protons to reduce radiation- induced toxicity 
has been investigated in some retrospective and prospective 
cohort studies. In this paragraph, we will summarise the most 
important clinical studies published so far.

In a retrospective study including 41 patients who underwent 
ipsilateral (post- operative) irradiation for major salivary gland 
cancer or cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma metastasis to the 
major salivary glands, proton therapy allowed better sparing of 
normal tissues and resulted in a significant reduction of acute 
treatment- related toxicity compared with IMRT.17 23 patients 
were treated with IMRT and 18 patients with proton therapy. 
Groups were well balanced regarding baseline, treatment and 
target volume characteristics. IMRT resulted higher maximum 
dose levels to the brainstem (median: 29.7 Gy for IMRT vs 0.6 Gy 
for proton therapy), higher maximum dose levels to the spinal 

Figure 1. Proton and photon dose distribution of a patient with cT4N0M0 oropharyngeal cancer This 47- year- old patient pre-
sented with a cT4N0M0 oropharyngeal cancer (p16+/HPV+) involving the base of the tongue, mobile tongue and floor of the 
mouth. He was treated with chemoradiation: the primary tumour was treated up to 70 Gy in 35 fractions of 2 Gy; the elective neck 
Level I- IVa bilaterally was treated with 54.25 Gy in 35 fractions of 1.55 Gy. (A) Mean dose to the superior pharyngeal constrictor 
is 40.6 Gy for protons vs 51.9 Gy for photons. The superior pharyngeal constrictor is delineated in red, indicated by the white 
arrow. (B) Mean dose to the inferior pharyngeal constrictor is 12.7 Gy for protons vs 26.2 Gy for photons. The inferior pharyngeal 
constrictor is delineated in blue, indicated by the white arrow. (C) Mean dose to the cricopharyngeal muscle is 9.6 Gy for protons 
vs 27.6 Gy for photons. The cricopharyngeal muscle is delineated in red, indicated by the white arrow. (D) Mean dose to the right 
parotid gland is 16.4 Gy for protons vs 24.1 Gy for photons. The right parotid gland is delineated in olive and, indicated by the white 
arrow. (E) Mean dose to the brainstem is 2.1 Gy for protons vs 19.4 Gy for photons. The brainstem is delineated in yellow and is 
indicated with the white arrow. The red line represents the 70 Gy CTV and the pink line represents the 54.25 Gy CTV. CTV,clinical 
target volume; HPV, humanpapillomavirus.

http://birpublications.org/bjr
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cord (median: 36.3 vs 1.9 Gy) and higher dose levels to the 
oral cavity (mean: 20.6 vs 0.9 Gy) compared to proton therapy. 
These lower dose levels resulted in significantly lower acute 
toxicity rates among those treated with protons: Grade ≥2 acute 
dysgeusia (5.6 vs 65.2%), Grade ≥2 mucositis (16.7 vs 52.2%) and 
Grade ≥2 nausea (11.1 vs 56.5%). Moreover, patients treated with 
protons reported significantly lower rates of Grade ≥1 fatigue 
(38.9%) then those treated with IMRT (91.3%).20 This lower rate 
of fatigue might be explained by the lower dose to the brainstem 
(Figure 1E), as another study of head and neck cancer patients 
demonstrated that each Gy increase in maximum dose to the 
brainstem was associated with an increase of patient- reported 
acute fatigue during and 1 month after radiotherapy.21 No differ-
ence between IMPT and IMRT was noted with regard to 1 year 
locoregional control, freedom from distant metastases and 
overall survival. Longer follow- up and more patients are needed 
to determine whether the dose reductions obtained with protons 
also translates into lower rates of late toxicity, and to evaluate 
long- term locoregional tumour control. Although this study did 
not include patients with OPC patients, the results are relevant as 

patients with early stage OPC often receive unilateral irradiation 
as well, with comparable beam set- up.

The MD Anderson Cancer Center reported on a prospective 
cohort study which included 35 patients with OPC treated 
with IMPT and concurrent chemotherapy and 46 OPC patients 
treated with IMRT and a similar chemotherapy regimen. In the 
IMPT group, HPV status was negative in 5.7% of cases, positive 
in 74.3% and unknown in 20.0%, while in the IMRT group HPV- 
status was negative in 4.4%, positive in 13.0% and unknown in 
82.6% respectively for the patients treated with IMRT. Patient- 
rated head and neck symptoms, including food taste, dry 
mouth, swallowing/chewing, fatigue, pain, appetite, mucus, 
sleep, drowsiness and distress were prospectively scored using 
the MDASI prior to and at several time points after completion 
of treatment. A significant reduction of gastrostomy tubes was 
observed during treatment with IMPT (20% for IMPT vs 48% for 
IMRT). Furthermore, taste changes during the subacute period 
and appetite during the subacute and chronic phase significantly 
favoured IMPT.18

Figure 2. Proton and photon dose distribution of a patient with a cT1N3M0 oropharyngeal cancer This 66- year- old patient pre-
sented with a cT1N3M0 squamous cell carcinoma of the left tonsil (p16+/HPV+). He was treated with concurrent chemoradiation. 
The primary tumour on the left side and the pathological lymph nodes in Level II, III and IV in the left neck were treated with 35 
fractions of 2 Gy to a total dose of 70 Gy. The elective neck Level II- IVa on the right side and Level I- V and Level VII on the left side 
were treated with 54.25 Gy in 35 fractions of 1.55 Gy. (A) Mean dose to the oral cavity is 17.7 Gy for protons vs 44.4 Gy for photons. 
The oral cavity is delineated in green and is indicated with the white arrow. (B) Mean dose to the superior pharyngeal constrictor is 
49.1 Gy for protons vs 56.6 Gy for photons. The superior pharyngeal constrictor is delineated in red and is indicated with the white 
arrow. (C) Mean dose to the inferior pharyngeal constrictor is 17.7 Gy for protons vs 27.5 Gy for photons. The inferior pharyngeal 
constrictor is delineated in blue and is indicated with the white arrow. (D) Mean dose to the cricopharyngeal muscle is 12.1 Gy for 
protons vs 20.0 Gy for photons. The cricopharyngeal muscle is delineated in red and is indicated with the white arrow. (E) Mean 
dose to the right parotid gland is 11.5 Gy for protons vs 18.8 Gy for photons. The right parotid gland is delineated in olive and is 
indicated with the white arrow. The red line represents the 70 Gy CTV and the pink line represents the 54.25 Gy CTV. CTV,clinical 
target volume; HPV, humanpapillomavirus.
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Blanchard et al compared IMPT vs IMRT for OPC patients in 
a case matched analysis, including 50 IMPT and 100 IMRT 
patients.22 Patient weight, placement of a gastrostomy tube 
during or after radiation therapy, patient- rated fatigue and dry 
mouth were recorded. Locoregional control and overall and 
progression- free survival were similar between IMRT and IMPT. 
Moreover, no significant differences were noted in acute Grade 3 
or higher dermatitis or mucositis. However, significantly lower 
rates of the composite endpoint grade ≥3 wt loss or gastrostomy 
tube feeding dependence were noted among patients treated with 
IMPT with an odds ratio of 0.44 at 3 months after radiotherapy 
(18.0% of patients treated with IMPT vs 34.0% for IMRT) and an 
odds ratio of 0.23 at 1 year after radiotherapy (8.0% of patients 
treated with IMPT vs 24.7% for IMRT). Furthermore, patient- 
reported grade ≥2 xerostomia at 3 months was significantly 
lower after IMPT with an odds ratio of 0.38 (42.0% with IMPT 
vs 61.2% with IMRT).19 These results indicate that the dose 
reductions obtained with IMPT results in significant reductions 
in xerostomia, tube feeding dependency and severe weight loss 
without compromising survival.

Radiation or chemoradiation with proton therapy (pencil beam 
scanning; n = 31) vs VMAT (n = 33) after transoral robotic 
surgery was compared in a cohort of 64 Stage I- IVA OPC patients. 
Patient- reported outcomes were prospectively collected up to 12 
months after radiation.23 Both groups were similar in terms of 
age, site, stage, and dose delivered. Patients treated with proton 
therapy had significantly less dose to several normal structures 
involved in the production of saliva, including the contralateral 
parotid gland, ipsilateral and contralateral sublingual, ipsilateral 
and contralateral buccal, hard palate, tongue, and the oral cavity 
as a whole structure. This dose reduction translated into a clinical 
benefit in favour of proton therapy. While patients treated with 
proton therapy showed improvement in xerostomia from 3 to 12 
months after radiation, VMAT patients reported stable or wors-
ening xerostomia outcomes over this period. At 6 and 12 months 
after radiation, there was a clinically and statistically significant 
difference for xerostomia. Furthermore, dental problems were 
less for patients treated with proton therapy (3 and 6 months 
after radiation). Also, 12 months after radiation, more patients 
treated with VMAT complained of pain in the head and neck 
region. Physical and role function was better for OPC patients 
treated with proton therapy (6–12 months after radiation).

Zhang et al performed a retrospective analysis comparing 
mandibular dose levels and the rate of osteoradionecrosis in 
patients with OPC treated with IMRT (n = 534) or IMPT (n 
= 50).24 Minimum and mean mandibular doses were signifi-
cantly lower for patients treated with IMPT. The V45- V70 were 
significantly associated with events of osteoradionecrosis and 
the volume of the mandible receiving various doses showed that 
percent volumes (V5- V70) were all significantly lower in the 
IMPT group compared to the IMRT group. This translated into 
a lower rate of osteoradionecrosis, which was 2.0% for IMPT vs 
7.7% for IMRT.24

The results of these first cohort studies show that the lower dose 
levels to multiple organs at risk obtained with protons translate 

into reduced acute toxicity (i.e. up to 3 months after radio-
therapy), while preserving tumour control. Next to lower rates of 
mucositis, tube feeding, xerostomia and distortion of the sense 
of taste, protons can improve general well- being by decreasing 
fatigue and nausea. Furthermore, proton therapy resulted in 
decreased rates of tube feeding dependency and severe weight 
loss up to 1 year after radiotherapy, and may decrease the risk of 
radionecrosis of the mandible. These results should be further 
validated in well- designed prospective studies either RCTs or 
model- based clinical evaluation studies.25 Furthermore, longer 
follow- up is required to establish the benefit of protons in terms 
of late toxicity, such as xerostomia and dysphagia.

MoDel-baseD aPProach for selecting 
Patients with heaD anD neck cancer for 
Proton theraPy
It should be noted that differences in dose distributions between 
photon and proton therapy do not necessarily imply a clinical 
benefit of protons for individual patients. To select patients 
who are most likely to benefit from protons in terms of reduc-
tion of toxicity, a stepwise approach has been introduced in the 
Netherlands, referred to as the model- based approach.7,23 This 
method uses Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP) 
models, i.e. prediction models describing the relation between 
the dose delivered to organs at risk and the expected risk of a 
radiation- induced side- effect. In general, the estimated risk for 
a radiation- induced side- effect (the NTCP- value) will increase 
with increasing dose to specific organs at risk. As radiation- 
induced toxicity often depends on the radiation dose delivered 
to several organs at risk and also on independent other predic-
tors, such as T- stage, weight loss, tumour location and concur-
rent chemotherapy, multivariable NTCP models are used to 
estimate the risk of radiation- induced toxicity based on differ-
ences in dose distribution in organs at risk.25,26 Multivariable 
NTCP models for xerostomia and dysphagia were developed and 
validated in head and neck cancer patients treated with photon 
radiotherapy.13 Next to some independent clinical predictors, the 
development of xerostomia is related to the dose to the parotid 
and submandibular glands. Swallowing problems correlate 
with dose to the oral cavity, and superior, middle and inferior 
pharyngeal constrictor muscles. When reliable multivariable 
NTCP models are available, both photon and proton radiation 
treatment plans can be optimised by decreasing the dose to these 
specific healthy tissue structures, without compromising the 
dose coverage of the therapeutic and prophylactic target volumes 
(model- based optimisation).10 By using individual planning 
comparative studies, in which dose distributions obtained with 
protons are compared with photon dose distribution, the poten-
tial benefit of proton therapy to further reduce toxicity can be 
assessed by integrating the results of the planning comparative 
study into NTCP models.7 In this way, the reduction in NTCP 
value for xerostomia and dysphagia by using protons instead of 
photons for each individual patient can be estimated in clinical 
practice, and the clinical benefit of proton therapy for an indi-
vidual patient can be determined. This last step is required as not 
every change in dose to a specific organ at risk will result into a 
clinically relevant change in NTCP value.

http://birpublications.org/bjr
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The final number of patients who will be selected for proton 
therapy will depend on the threshold of NTCP value reduction 
that is accepted as clinically relevant. In the Netherlands, there is 
the consensus that a reduction of ≥10% for a Grade 2 radiation- 
induced toxicity and a reduction of ≥5% for a Grade 3 radiation- 
induced toxicity are clinically relevant.25 In case, there is a 
reduction of ≥15% for the summation of two Grade two compli-
cations (with a risk of ≥5% for each Grade two complication 
separately), or if there is a reduction of ≥7.5% for the summa-
tion of two Grade three complications (with a risk of ≥2.5% for 
each Grade three complication separately), proton therapy is also 
advised.

Since January 2018, the model- based selection procedure has 
been introduced in our centre. In Figures  3 and 4, estimated 
radiation- induced toxicity rates for two patients with OPC are 

shown for treatment with photon vs protons. Using the Dutch 
criteria for model- based selection, these patients qualified for 
proton therapy. Of the first 44 p16- positive cases included in this 
procedure, two patients did not qualify for a plan comparison 
as the NTCP- values of the VMAT- plans were already below the 
thresholds. In the 42 remaining patients, significant reductions 
were obtained using IMPT compared to VMAT in all organs- 
at- risk relevant for xerostomia and dysphagia (Figure 5). Even-
tually, 28 cases (67%) met the predefined selection criteria and 
thus qualified for proton therapy, of which 19 cases based on the 
ΔNTCP for dysphagia, 3 based on the ΔNTCP for xerostomia, 3 
based on the ΔNTCP for tube feeding dependence and 3 based 
on the combination of the sum of ΔNTCP for dysphagia and 
xerostomia.

Figure 3. Estimated radiation- induced toxicity rates of treat-
ment with protons vs photons for a patient with cT4N0M0 
oropharyngeal cancer Dose distribution of radiation with pro-
tons vs photons and dose to several organs at risk for this 
patient are shown in Figure  1. By using proton therapy, the 
lower dose to organs at risk translates into a decreased risk 
of tube dependency (11.2%). So, this patient was treated with 
proton therapy. Abbreviations: NTCP, normal tissue complica-
tion probability; ∑, sum; ∆, absolute difference.

Figure 4. Estimated radiation- induced toxicity rates of treat-
ment with protons vs photons for a patient with cT1N3M0 oro-
pharyngeal cancer Dose distribution of radiation with protons 
vs photons and dose to several organs at risk for this patient 
are shown in Figure 2. By using proton therapy, the lower dose 
to organs at risk translates into a decreased risk of both Grade 
2 and Grade 3 radiation- induced toxicity. So, this patient was 
treated with proton therapy. Abbreviations: NTCP, normal tis-
sue complication probability; ∑, sum; ∆, absolute difference.
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MoDel-baseD clinical evaluation
Next to selection of patients for proton therapy, the model- based 
approach can also be used for the clinical evaluation of proton 
therapy (i.e. model- based clinical evaluation). In a model- based 
clinical evaluation study, a plan comparison is made first in each 
individual patient. Then, the NTCP- profiles are calculated for 
both plans and a ∆NTCP- profile is then created by extracting the 
proton plan derived NTCP- profile from the photon plan derived 
NTCP- profile. Patients that qualify for protons according to 
the guidelines of model- based selection are then treated with 
proton therapy and the benefit of protons can then be deter-
mined by comparing the observed toxicity rates in the popula-
tion of patients treated with protons with the mean NTCP- values 
derived from the photon plans.

Recently, Rwigema et al evaluated the clinical benefit of proton 
therapy in a retrospective analysis which included 30 OPC 
patients treated with IMPT.3 Toxicity outcome data were 
prospectively collected. In that study, mean NTCP- values for 
IMRT were 14.9 and 7.6% for Grade ≥2 dysphagia and Grade 
≥3 dysphagia respectively, which were significantly lower for 

protons, i.e. 6.7 and 4.9% respectively, and were in line with 
observed rates of these two endpoints after proton therapy, i.e. 
6.7 and 3.3%, respectively. For Grade ≥2 xerostomia, the mean 
NTCP- value for the photon plans was 18.6% which was signifi-
cantly higher than the 4.7% obtained with the proton plans (p < 
0.01) and in line with the observed Grade ≥2 xerostomia rate of 
0% after proton therapy.

conclusions anD future PersPectives
Due to the favourable prognosis and the rising incidence, 
the prevalence of HPV- positive OPC survivors at risk for late 
radiation- induced side- effects will rapidly increase. Therefore, 
minimising normal tissue radiation exposure to reduce acute 
and late radiation toxicity becomes increasingly important. 
Planning comparative studies show that proton therapy offers 
unique opportunities to decrease dose to virtually all organs at 
risk resulting in more favourable acute and late toxicity profile 
without compromising radiation dose delivered to the target 
volume. These results should be validated in well- designed clin-
ical studies. By using model- based selection, patients that will 
benefit most from proton therapy can be identified.

Figure 5. Results of the plan comparison in 42 p16- positive OPC patients between VMAT (photons) and IMPT (protons). Both 
plans were optimised based on NTCP- models for moderate- to- severe patient- rated xerostomia (contralateral parotid gland), 
Grade ≥2 dysphagia (oral cavity and superior pharyngeal constrictor) and tube feeding dependence (superior and inferior phar-
yngeal constrictor, cricopharyngeal muscle and contralateral parotid gland). Abbreviations: IMPT, intensity- modulated proton 
therapy; PCM, pharyngeal constrictor muscle; VMAT, volumetric modulated arc therapy.
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